02 -The purpose of this paper is to remove the usual assumption (which it must be added is essential to the classical theory of consumer behaviour) that the consumer is capable of discriminating perfectly between different goods. It is well known that his behaviour, like any human behaviour,is by nature imprecise.
Furthermore, unlike the usual theory, the goods capable of satisfying needs are assumed to be scattered in a supply space and transportable.The agent is located at a given point of demand.
-Notation:
Only ordinary (non fuzzy) mathematical concepts are underlined.
For example A C X is a fuzzy subset of the X referential. However, when there can be no possible ambiguity, this convention will be dropped/ 04 -A supply space is characterized by a set, denoted L, of m points of Careful distinction must be made between the set of possible consumptions and the supply space of goods. Goods being mobile, the set of possible consumptions is defined at point 1 and is dissociated from the supply space. It should be noted that the expression"consumptions space"
which is so often use should not lead to any confusion: it describes a set with given properties.
06 -Taking these definitions as a starting point, firstly a general study will be made of the structures of spatial preference in an imprecise context.
Next, the particular properties will be introduced. These properties must be united within this analytical framework in order to define a behaviour of attainable choice. Then the conditions which guarantee the existence of a completely preordered topological space are imposed in order to verify that the consumer's imprecise behaviour is coherent. Finally these conditions permit us to define the existence and continuity of a fuzzy utility (a numerical representation of the imprecise preference).
I -CHOICE IN IMPRECISE PREFERENCE STRUCTURES.
11 -The consumer draws a comparison between any two complexes of goods, gk and ik at a more or less high level of preference or indifference. This level expresses the imprecision of his comparison.
Hence a fuzzy binary relation, denoted 3l,between the elements of K2, is defined:
where y»a (9k,Jk) denotes the level of preference or indifference between the two complexes and M is a completely ordered membership set. A non numerical set suffices.
In other words, to each given preference-indifference system, a fuzzy subset,denoted K,is associated. K is an element of the set of applications from K2 to M, of the type:
12 -The structure (�,1t) is called an imprecise individual preference-indifference structure. It is broken down into two structures denoted respectively ( K, � ) and (�.N) according to whetherthe relation ais a strict fuzzy preference relation or a fuzzy indifference relation.
121 -The consumer prefers more or less a complex gk to a complex gk.
One writes ,tt�(9k.jk) � .l"0t(jk,9k). /�(gk�jk) will be called the degree of strong préférence for 9k relative to �k and M?a{ k, 9k) the degree of weak preference for ik relative to gk.
The structure (K, » has the property of antisymetry as defined by KAUFMANN (7, Vol.l, page 105) since V(9k,Jk) 6 K2 ,g�j, one has:
Nevertheless, the assumption that y*^,(9k, k) = f-fci k,9k) = 0 will only be introduced in paragraph (1222) within the framework of the definition of the indifference structure, where it will be taken as a particular case of fuzzy symmetry. In the present case it is important for the structure (K,�) that V(�k�k)6j�� , g^j, f (9k,jk) such that
Remark.
In the classical theory of consumer behaviour, one has:
The consumer prefers or does not prefer one complex to another.
122 -The consumer can be more or less indifferent between 9k and jk.
Thus an indifference structure can be defined (K.,u). One has:
By definition, the structure (K,,v) has the property of fuzzy symmetry.
Remarks. relative to ik and for jk relative to lk, then the relation�Â ïs transitive.
One has:
Remarks.
(1321) We have a property of weak transitivity.
(1322) Replacing operator Max and operator Min (which are equivalent boolean operators) by boolean addition and boolean multiplication we obtain the same formulation in the classical theory.
133 -Finally, from 123, we have the property of completness.
14 -Consider a fuzzy individual preference structure written (�,�). It does not have the properties which guarantee the consistency of the consumer's preferences. The reflexivity and Max-Min transitivity properties do not suffice to ensure that indifference is congruent to the right (resp.to the left) with strict and strong preference, contrary to the result obtained when using a theorem from the classical theory {3,page 36j (see an example,Appendix 41).
It follows tnat the structure (K,tv) is not an equivalence structure.
In fuzzy preordering, all the non fuzzy subsets, denoted K r , K Q K , » r = 1,...,h, such that:
form similarity sub relations, denoted Ks, Ks C K , s 6 1 , le � . We know that a similarity subrelation is maximal if it 's not a similarity subrelation of any other subrelation of the same kind in the relation being examined.
The combined properties of fuzzy symmetry, reflexivity and Max Min transitivity do not necessary imply that the maximal subrelations are disjoint.
141 -Two conditions must be imposed on the structure (�,�) so that the maximal similarity subrelations form similarity classes.
Consider two maximal similarity relations:
1411 -Axiom (1) (1) and (2), the pairs 9k and lk are such that �81(gk,lk) 1 ��(lk,gk); therefore their elements do not belong to a same maximal similarity subrelation: the maximal similarity subrelations are disjoint and form similarity classes.
Conversely, if any pair of complexes (9k,1k) satisfies the axioms (1) and (2) its elements do not form a similarity subrelation since /�6l(gk,lk) 0 ��L(lk,gk). Therefore they can only belong to different maximal similarity subrelations and the maximal similarity subrelations form similarity classes.
K /,�, denotes the quotient set. (1) and (2) The choice is still possible since application S is defined everywhere and the imprecise behaviour of choice is attainable.
-Conditions

-THE CONTINUITY OF PREFERENCES AND II�9PRECISE UTILITY
21 -At this point we must specify what conditions are to be imposed on the fuzzy individual preference structure (K, �) to ensure that a completely preordered topological space exists and that the consumer's imprecise behaviour is consistent. Finally, these conditions enable us to guarantee the existence and continuity of a fuzzy utility.
From now on, we choose M = [0,11 and if:
where K is a fuzzy subset of K associated with a system of imprecise preference such that: -i u K (gk) and A*K (jk) will be called the relative degrees of preference for one complex of goods compared to the others.
211 -A fuzzy topology on K , denoted � , is defined.
Let h � K (gk) be the relative degree of preference for the complex gk and ( M (hk))n ' n n6!N , an infinite sequence of relative degrees of preference for the complexes of goods which tend to u K (°k), where °k is an element of K , when n tends to infinity. /.
If for any integer n, ( M K (hk))n is at most as great (resp. at least as great) as A�K (9k), then M (°k) is at most as great (resp. at least as great) as �kK (9k), which means that °k is at most as preferred (resp. at least as preferred)as gk.
In other words, for every gk and for every hk in K the fuzzy subsets:
The topological space (K,� � ) is said to be an imprecise preference space that is the preferences are continuous for � if and only if:
212 -Consider a given system of individual imprecise preference with which a fuzzy subset K is associated. We shall now indicate which convexity condition must be imposed^yin order to guarantee that the structure (K, f, g) is a completely preordered topological preference space.
-A fuzzy subset�s convex (weak convexity) if and only if the membership function is quasi-concave:
If the individual is indifferent to or prefers the complex gk to complex ik , to the respective degrees tK (9k) and/ K (�k) , then the membership function of any weighted average with positive coefficients for gk and ik is greater or equal to the membership function of the complex Jk.
2122 -The following preliminary result is needed to establish the existence of a completely preordered fuzzy topological space.
Let t'S, g) be a fuzzy topological space. If K , K C K is closed in (K,� ) then K contains the limit of all its convergent sequences.
Indeed, let (Xn) be a sequence of fuzzy parts of K, converging to a fuzzy subset Xo of K. By definition any neighbourhood V(Xo ) of Xo countains fuzzy subsets of(Xn)and hence of K, which means that Xi is adherent to K, and therefore Xo C K , since K is closed.
theory may be generalized L 5 )
-Let (�, 1; , � ) be an imprecise preference space, K convex... if: i -the fuzzy relation is complete and satisfies the convexity condition, ii -the fuzzy relation of strict preference is Max-Min transitîve, then (K.,^,% ) is a completely preordered topological préférence space.
UZAWA's theorem only holds if the (non fuzzy) relation satisfies the strong convexity condition (in the usual meaning of the word).
-Proof. The property of totality implies that of reflexivity.The fuzzy relation can be proved to be Max-Min transitive by reductio ad absurbum.
rnn�:iH�r' and Since the fuzzy relation is complete, the last relation implies that:
L£ From which it follows that:
We can find O{.. é:: "\ 0,1[ such that
If not,for any ri.. f. J 0,1[ we would have:
i " " i 1 _ (see (211)).
' / "
that since K � is closed, it contains the limit of its convergent sequences (see (2122)) which contradicts gk C K*" .
Since A� (gk) � � K (jk) , the convexity condition of imprecise preferences implies:
Finally, relations (i) and (ii) and then Max-Min transitivity property of imprecise preference imply that: which contradicts the assumption: r The fuzzy relation of imprecise preference is therefore Max-Min transitive.
22 -Given a fuzzy structure of complete preference (�, �), by translating the qualitative description of the consumer's imprecision decision into a numerical formula we can define a fuzzy utility.
Indeed the function which relates the element of the interval C 0,1] associated with the corresponding degree of imprecise indifference to each similarity class K 6 K 1,,, has been built on to the quotient set K le-j (see(21)).
Let f be that function
The function is strictly incresing. The function u, which associates an element of the interval 10,11 with each element of the set K is called an imprecise utility function.
Complexes of goods belonging to a same similarity class produce the same degree of utility. If one similarity class contains a complex which is more or less preferred to a complex belonging to another similarity class, then the function associated with the first is greater than that associated with the second and conversely.
In other words, the function u is such that:
The fuzzy utility function allows the complexes of goods to be classified according to the order in which they are chosen by the consumer. to ( For a structure (K, �) a utility is any homomorphism from (K, � ) 221 -It is certain that a utility defined in this way exists, because
we have here a case of the application of the theorem which states that a utility exists for a preference structure (�,�) if it is a completely preordered countable set f3, page 178). where*^ and S are the respective intrinsic topologies.
-CONCLUSION
31 -The theory of fuzzy subsets proves relevant to the formalisation of the analysis of preferences and utility in a spatial world where consumers behaviour is imprecise.
The resulting economic theory is neither ordinal nor cardinal: we propose to call it "a valuable theory of préférence".
32 -The assumption that the possible consumptions set is countable will have to be dropped. This is critical since the fuzzy subsets theory only has a weak theorem of separation at its disposal.
33 -The analysis of the structure of imprecise individual preference should be followed by a spatial theory of consumer demand in a fuzzy world, where C.I.F. prices and wealth constraints are introduced.
34 -The present model is static. In order to introduce time it will have to be developed further. For a constant system of imprecise preference structures, introducing incertitude would lead to a formulation in terms of probabilized fuzzy subsets. A dynamic analysis of the passage from one system to another would have to make use of differential topology.
41 -A very simple example is given to il lustra te proposition (14).
Consider the following structure (K,� ) the The Max-Min transitivity property is verified. BuÏYfuzzy indifference is not congruent on the right relative t vstrong preference. For example one has:
Similarly, fuzzy indifference is not congruent on the left relative toYstrong preference. We have for example:
It is recalled that the above numbers are not measures of utility.
A non numerical membership set suffices (see (11)).
